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Abstract

We have shown that by using a directionally sensitive,

edge preserving filter on B-mode U/S images of ex-vivo

carotid vessels we can obtain 3D edge fields of the ves-

sel boundaries that are more distinct than edges from con-

ventional gradient calculation. With these enhanced edge

fields we can then extract the 3D vessel boundaries. Bland-

Altman plots show that our method for edge field enhance-

ment and boundary extraction yields more reproducible

IMT measurements than the gold standard of manual point

selection. Lastly, we demonstrate a robust estimator of ve-

locity and strain that exhibits enhanced performance over

conventional methods.

1. Introduction

Atherosclerosis causes heterogeneous remodeling of ar-

terial structure and composition. As a consequence, the in-

terrogation of arterial morphology and biomechanics plays

an important role in monitoring the natural history of

atherogenesis and in quantifying drug efficacy based on

image-derived endpoints. Non-invasive peripheral vas-

cular ultrasound in the carotid provides a cost-effective

means of estimating atherosclerotic disease burden and

has been used extensively for quantifying mean intima-

media thickness (IMT) and vessel diameter distension in

two-dimensional longitudinal scans of the distal common

carotid artery [1]. These measurements are however con-

strained to a relatively small section of the carotid lying

within the imaging plane and therefore are scan plane de-

pendent. With the advent of three-dimensional (3D) free-

hand ultrasound imaging, more comprehensive evaluation

of disease-induced alterations in vessel morphology and

biomechanics is now possible.

Accurate and reproducible characterization of carotid

structure and mechanical properties from these 3D ultra-

sonic data is essential since it would not only allow for

better plaque quantification than routine clinical methods,

but would also provide a cost-effective alternative to vascu-

lar magnetic resonance imaging for patient-specific com-

putational modeling of atherogenesis [2]. The analysis

of carotid morphology and dynamic deformation from pe-

ripheral vascular ultrasound is challenging however due to

the presence of speckle noise from the coherent imaging

process, electronic noise from imaging instrumentation,

and other imaging artifacts. Manual tracing remains the

gold-standard for image analysis in this view despite the

wide recognition that it is time consuming and subjective,

leading to results which vary depending on viewer experi-

ence and perception.

Development of methods to improve the measurement

of carotid morphology and deformation in noisy short-axis

imaging views is clearly necessary to realize fully the po-

tential of 3D carotid ultrasound imaging. In this work, we

present a processing scheme that addresses the need for ro-

bust ultrasound-based characterization of carotid structure

and deformation in 3D.

2. Methods

Data acquisition

Fresh carotid specimens were harvested from autopsy

starting at the distal common carotid and extending

through the bulb, and proximal internal and external

carotid branches. Specimens were immersed in phosphate

buffered saline (PBS) and stored in the refrigerator at 4◦C

for imaging within 24 hours of harvesting. Pressure tubing

connectors were inserted into the common, internal, and

external carotid arteries and secured with suture. Carotid

side-branches were tied off with suture to prevent leakage

during pressurization.

Following preparation, the sample was mounted within

a specimen holder under slight tension and immersed into

a shallow saline bath for imaging. A saline bag and a dig-

ital manometer (MP2000.001, APT Instruments) were at-

tached to the pressure tubing connector at the distal com-

mon carotid and the pressure tubing connectors at the in-

ternal and external carotid arteries were sealed with press-
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in plugs. With this arrangement, the hydrostatic pres-

sure within the carotid could be controlled systematically

by changing the height of the saline bag relative to the

specimen. The corresponding pressure was simultane-

ously recorded by the digital manometer. Ultrasound (U/S)

scanning of the carotid specimen in short-axis was per-

formed with a broadband 5-12 MHz peripheral vascular

transducer and the resulting B-mode images were digitized

from a Philips HDI 5000 Sono CT machine (ATL-Philips

Ltd., Bothell, WA). Transducer position and orientation

were monitored using the Flock of Birds (Ascension Tech-

nologies Inc., VT) so that pixels could be mapped to 3D

spatial coordinates within the BIRD transmitter frame-of-

reference.

Stradx V.7.1 (Cambridge University, UK) was used for

acquisition of imaging data and corresponding position

measurements. A custom-built transducer mount, which

allowed for smooth manual translation of the transducer

at a fixed distance over the specimen, was used as an aid

to freehand scanning. Finally, within Stradx, all data sets

were voxelized onto a rectilinear grid with a voxel size of

0.079 mm on each side.

Vessel morphology estimation

Our approach to carotid segmentation is based on a non-

linear, variational energy minimization first proposed by

Shah [3]. We have modified this functional for incorpo-

ration of direction-sensitive smoothing and edge preserva-

tion in 3D based on user-specified prior information about

arterial shape. This energy minimization approach allows

for the use of global voxel information in volume restora-

tion and edge field estimation, as opposed to linear fil-

ters which smooth noisy data and compute gradients based

only on local voxel characteristics.

The process begins with user-specified initial surfaces

for the inner and outer boundaries, roughly indicating

the orientation of the vessel boundary. The volumet-

ric data are then resampled with trilinear interpolation

along the initial surface normals so that in the resam-

pled space, the “desired” edge orientation corresponds to a

horizontally-aligned plane, regardless of the prior contour

shape in the original space. We then perform anisotropic

smoothing and edge enhancement in this space, using a

new directionally-sensitive energy functional EDS shown in

Eq.1.
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In Eq.(1), the notation, || · ||1, represents an l1 norm, and

|| · ||2 represents an l2 norm. The notation V represents the

volume domain of interest, g is the resampled ultrasound

volume, f is the anisotropically-smoothed field which rep-

resents a piecewise-constant approximation to the noisy

observations, and s is the estimated volume edge field with

values ranging between 0 and 1.

The smoothness constraint term penalizes large gradi-

ents in f except where edges exist (s ∼ 1). This edge

dependency results in anisotropic smoothing that is great-

est far away from structure boundaries. The separate

smoothness weighting parameters αx, αy , and αz allow for

direction-sensitive edge preservation. To enhance horizon-

tally aligned surfaces in the resampled volume, αx and αz

are specified to be much larger than αy . The data fidelity

component controls the degree to which the smoothed field

f resembles the data, g. The edge penalty term controls

the edge width and prevents the minimization process from

placing edges everywhere in the edge field (the trivial so-

lution s = 1, ∀(x, y) ∈ R). The real positive scalars

αx, αy , αz , β, and ρ adjust the relative weighting between

these competing terms. In the limit as ρ → 0, shocks or in-

tensity discontinuities develop at boundaries, allowing for

sharp demarcation of volume regions.

Numerical solution of Eq.(1) is performed by iterative

minimization of the discretized energy functional with a

coordinate descent approach. Iteration continues until con-

vergence to a predefined tolerance level is achieved. Addi-

tional details of this process can be found in [4]. After the

final estimates for the restored (noise suppressed) volume

f and the volume edge field s have been obtained, both

fields are mapped back into the original volume domain

for visualization and vessel boundary extraction with 3D

deformable surfaces.

The sparse volume edges from 3D direction-sensitive

smoothing and edge enhancement are used together with

the initial surface locations to evolve deformable surfaces

at the inner and outer vessel borders. These deformable

surfaces, x(t1, t2) = [x(t1, t2), y(t1, t2), z(t1, t2)], (t1, t2 ∈
[0, 1]) move over the domain of the ultrasound volume to

minimize the energy functional:
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Gσ(x, y, z) ∗ s(x, y, z)dt1dt2 (3)

Gσ(x, y, z) is a 3D Gaussian with a standard deviation σ

which is convolved with the estimated 3D edge field s to

control the capture range of the deformable surface. The

edge field acts to pull points on the deformable surface
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towards strong boundary gradients, while the deformable

surface simultaneously adapts its shape to minimize the en-

ergy associated with surface stretching and bending. Fol-

lowing extraction of inner and outer carotid wall surfaces,

the carotid wall thickness is computed for every short-

axis cross-section by calculating the Euclidean distance be-

tween the inner and outer borders at each circumferential

location around the vessel wall.

Vessel motion and strain estimation

Ultrasound-based estimation of tissue motion within a

vessel cross-section is performed by estimating the veloc-

ity, (u, v), that maximizes the correlation coefficient, ρ, be-

tween image blocks of pre-defined size in an initial refer-

ence frame and corresponding blocks to which tissue has

displaced in a subsequent search frame. This velocity esti-

mator is expressed mathematically in Eq.(4) for an image

block centered at (x, y) within the reference image. The

desired velocity estimates, û and v̂, in the x and y direc-

tions respectively, will maximize the correlation coefficient

function ρx,y(u, v)

[û v̂] = arg max
[
u v

]
ρx,y(u, v)

(4)

This approach to velocity and strain estimation is not

robust however to imaging noise typical of peripheral vas-

cular ultrasound. Therefore, we describe here the use of a

velocity and strain estimator recently developed by Chan

et al for tissue elastography with optical coherence tomog-

raphy [5]. We estimate the velocity field that minimizes

the following variational energy functional

E(V (x, y)) = θED(V (x, y))+ωES(V (x, y))+ψEI(V (x, y)) (5)

This energy depends on the desired velocity distribu-

tion V (x, y) = [ u(x, y) v(x, y) ] and consists of three

terms which reflect data fidelity, ED(V (x, y)), strain field

smoothness, ES(V (x, y)), and tissue incompressibility,

EI(V (x, y)), as expressed by the following functions:

ED(V (x, y)) = −

∫ ∫

ρx,y(V (x, y))dxdy (6)

ES (V (x, y)) =

∫ ∫
∥
∥∇2V (x, y)

∥
∥

2

dxdy (7)

EI(V (x, y)) =

∫ ∫

‖∇ · V (x, y)‖2 dxdy (8)

Minimizing the data fidelity term is identical to maximiz-

ing the correlation coefficient function in Eq.(4). The

strain smoothness and tissue incompressibility terms pe-

nalize large strain gradients and deviations from incom-

pressibility in velocity estimation. Further details regard-

ing this estimator can be found in [5].

Figure 1. U/S image (left), gradient image (right).

Figure 2. Enhanced edges; inner (left) ; outer (right).

The velocity estimates resulting from this process are

used to compute a 2D deformation tensor F at each point

(x, y) in the arterial wall:

F(x, y) =

[
1 + ∂u

∂x
∂u
∂y

∂v
∂x

1 + ∂v
∂y

]

(9)

The Green-Lagrange strain E at each wall location is then

computed from F, as follows:

E(x, y) =
1

2

{
F

T
F − I

}
(10)

where I is the identity matrix. The eigenvalues of the

strain tensor E are then calculated to obtain the principal

strains at all locations within the arterial cross-section.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 - 2 illustrate enhanced edge fields from our 3D

directionally-sensitive, edge preserving filter. Parameters

used for smoothing of the inner lumen boundary were

αx = 10, αy = 30, αz = 50, β = 0.03, and ρ = 0.002.

For the outer boundary, αx = 20, αy = 60, and αz = 100,

β = 0.08, and ρ = 0.003, were used. Arrows highlight

areas where the lumen boundaries are barely detectable in

the gradient edge field, yet they can be detected in the en-

hanced edge fields.

After the 3D enhanced edge fields were obtained for

the carotid volumes, a deformable surface was applied to

each volume to extract the vessel boundaries. For the in-

ner boundary the parameters used were: a = 0.0006,

b = 0.0006. For the outer boundary, a = 0.01, b = 0.02.

IMT measurements were calculated from the 3D in-

ner and outer boundaries that were extracted with the de-
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Intra- Mean Difference (mm)
95% Conf.

interval (mm)

Manual -0.006 (∼ 0.6% of IMT) 0.277

Auto 0.007 (∼ 0.7% of IMT) 0.234

Manual–Auto -0.013 0.043

Inter- Mean Difference (mm)
95% Conf.

interval (mm)

Manual 0.095 (∼ 9.5% of IMT) 0.368

Auto 0.025 (∼ 2.5% of IMT) 0.288

Manual–Auto 0.070 0.080

Table 1. Intra- and inter-observer IMT reproducibility.

Figure 3. Conventional vs. robust u velocities.

formable surface. These measurements were compared to

those calculated using manual point selection of the inner

and outer boundaries. Results from Bland-Altman analysis

are summarized in Table 1 [6].

In all 3D scans analyzed, Bland-Altman plots show that

for both intra- and inter- observer results, reproducibility

for mean IMT measurements for each cross-section in the

volume is better when using auto-tracing vs. manual trac-

ing.

In Fig. 3, one can see that the velocity fields resulting

from our robust method for velocity estimation qualita-

tively produce a much smoother velocity field than the con-

ventional methods. Also, the regions where the velocity

estimate is high agree with visual assessment of the arte-

rial wall motion. It then follows that the corresponding

maximum principle strain in the vessel wall for the robust

technique is also smoother than the conventional method

(Fig. 4). Lastly, strains of ∼ 1% are reasonable for the de-

formation seen in the image sequence used.

4. Conclusions

Our directionally-sensitive edge preserving filter applied

to U/S images extracts more distinct edge vessels and thus

more reproducible IMT measurements than conventional

methods. Also, our methods for velocity and strain esti-

mation are more robust to imaging noise than conventional

methods.

Figure 4. Conventional vs. robust strains.
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